13/11/18

Examiner: Capt. Irwin

Joining a 346m Bulky in Singapore

Walk me through a handover.
Tell me about certificates, Validity, Survey periods
Class Cert Expires in 3 days’ from now, can you sail today?
Explain ISM.
Need to order all ships log books, what are they? (Aus Flag).
Validity of ISPP cert – Port state question your Sewage Treatment Plant, where’s it Certified.
Civil Liability Certificate with respect for damage by oil pollution – Explain it.
P&I – Explain it.
Drills, how often.
Port State comes onboard in Singapore, what will they be looking for.
Drew an 8-hatch bulky and asked how to load to create maximum shear forces
Explain forces a ship is subject too.
Handed me a CoF for DGs Can you load Ammonium Nitrate in Bulk – Take time to read the
Cert.
Dry Dock – Explain dangers associated with and how you would plan.
Damage to Bulbous Bow where do you find specification of steel for replacement.
Loading a Locomotive 60t you have four 40t cranes, Explain the whole process.
Damaged on arrival at next port, what do you have to do? Note of Protest
MHR – what is it, Inspection periods, who’s a Competent person.
Steering Drill procedure in detail.
Rescuing 3 crew disabled yacht – Do you have to assist?
Helicopter ops on large Bulky, best heading for landing. M/O 57
ESP what is it.
What’s a condition of class.
DWA Formula and what’s the answer in?

ROR
Flip cards
Trawler ahead and side on
Restricted in ability to manoeuvre, who’s Stand on RAM or Trawler, sound signals for both
NUC
Aground
2 ships – Restricted Vis who gives way? sound signals.
Flip cards
Buoyage
Isolated Danger – Light Characteristics?
East Cardinal – Light Characteristics?
Special Mark - Light Characteristics?

Good Luck